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busy
Unavailable for use by anyone else or indicating unavailability engaged is a
British term for a busy telephone line.
Busy with her work.

complex Make an atom or compound form a complex with another.
A complex personality.

complexity The state or quality of being intricate or complicated.
He enjoyed the complexity of modern computers.

complicated Involving complications.
A complicated problem.

compound Composed of more than one partcompound flower heads.
Housetop is a compound word.

convoluted Highly complex or intricate and occasionally devious.
Convoluted legal language.

daily Relating to the period of a single day.
The museum is open daily.

day A day assigned to a particular purpose or observance.
There are 30 000 passengers per day.

detail Provide details for.
He didn t want them to get sidetracked on a detail of policy.

detailed Having many details or facts; showing attention to detail.
An exquisitely detailed carving.

elaborate
Produce from basic elements or sources; change into a more developed
product.
Elaborate a plan.

elaboration Marked by elaborately complex detail.
His work led to the elaboration of a theory of evolution.
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exactitude The quality of being exact.
It is not possible to say with any scientific exactitude what a dream means.

exegesis An explanation or critical interpretation (especially of the Bible.
The task of biblical exegesis.

intricacy The quality of being intricate.
The intricacy of the procedure.

intricate Having many complexly arranged elements; elaborate.
An intricate network of canals.

involution
The shrinkage of an organ in old age or when inactive, e.g. of the uterus
after childbirth.
Periods of artistic involution.

labyrinth
A complex structure in the inner ear which contains the organs of hearing
and balance It consists of bony cavities the bony labyrinth filled with fluid
and lined with sensitive membranes the membranous labyrinth.
You lose yourself in a labyrinth of little streets.

labyrinthine (of a system) intricate and confusing.
Labyrinthine streets and alleys.

lapidary An expert on precious stones and the art of cutting and engraving them.
A lapidary statement.

maze Something jumbled or confused.
The house has a maze and a walled Italian garden.

minute The distance covered in a minute by someone driving or walking.
She was laughing one minute and crying the next.

nicety A subtle difference in meaning or opinion or attitude.
She prided herself on her nicety of pronunciation.

nuance Give nuances to.
Without understanding the finer nuances you can t enjoy the humor.

painstakingly In a fastidious and painstaking manner.
The property has been painstakingly restored by its current owners.

part To some extent partly often used to contrast different parts of something.
Hold the furthest part of your leg that you can reach.

perplexity
Inability to deal with or understand something.
The dense perplexity of dwarf palm garlanded creepers glossy
undergrowth.

precise
(of ideas, images, representations, expressions) characterized by perfect
conformity to fact or truth; strictly correct.
The director was precise with his camera positions.
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puzzle A jigsaw puzzle.
We puzzled over her sudden departure.

technicality The state of being technical as in the use of technical terms or methods.
The extreme technicality of the proposed constitution.
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